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1. INTRODUCTION
The studies of process algebras started from the latter half of the 1970s to given
mathematical semantics for concurrent systems. Typical systems are CSP by Hoare
[5, 15], CCS by Milner [20], and ACP by Bergstra and Klop [2]. In 1990, ISO
adapted LOTOS [4] as the international standard for OSI specification description
language. Algebraic formalization techniques are utilized as the descriptive
languages for communicating processes and concurrent programs. They are also
applied to the verification problem, by virtue of the mathematical formality. The
processes, however, have the features such as non-determinacy and concurrency,
and their operational semantics are formalized completely different from those of
the traditional automata and formal languages [16].
In the formal specification, modal or temporal logic has been studied to express
constraints or to verify specifications. For example, [8, 9] used temporal logics to
verify that specifications had good properties like ‘‘safety’’ or ‘‘liveness,’’ and did not
have bad properties like ‘‘deadlock.’’ In these approaches, formulae in the logic are
regarded as required constraints to be satisfied by specifications and are used as
verification conditions to construct highly reliable software. A natural question
arises: ‘‘Is it possible to construct formal specifications or processes from properties
expressed as formulae in the modal logic?’’ With this motivation, the present paper
presents a concrete algorithm to infer intended processes from those formulae.
To construct or synthesize a process from the set of logical formulae, we adopt
inductive inference [1]. Inductive inference is one of the learning paradigmsa
kind of computational paradigm, where learners learn some notions inductively
from given facts (positive ones or negative ones). After each fact is given a learner
inductively infers an exact model satisfying all the facts so far given. Several attrac-
tive results have been achieved on inductive inference for automata and formal
languages. However, little has been investigated for the inductive inference of con-
current processes due to the difficulties arising from their features such as non-
determinacy and concurrency.
We have already presented the algorithm that inductively synthesizes a basic pro-
cess in a subclass of CCS from concrete examples expressed in modal formulae
which describe the properties of the process and have demonstrated the validity and
improvement of the approach [17]. However, the expressive power of basic pro-
cesses is too weak. They cannot express the recursive behaviors of a system. It
remains to propose a synthesis algorithm for recursive processes.
This paper presents an inductive synthesis algorithm for a recursive process. To
synthesize a process, facts, which must be satisfied by the target process, is given to
the algorithm one by one since such facts are infinitely many in general. When n
facts are input to the algorithm, it outputs a process which satisfies the given n
facts. And this generating process is repeated infinitely many times. To represent
facts of a process, we adopt a subcalculus of +-calculus [11, 18, 26], which can
describe recursive behaviors. The correctness of the algorithm can be stated as
follows: the output sequence of processes by the algorithm converges to a process,
which cannot be distinguished from the intended one (if we could know it) by a
given enumeration of facts, in the limit.
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In fact, the problem of synthesizing a process is regarded as a satisfiability
problem for logical calculi. The satisfiability problem is a decision problem to deter-
mine whether or not a given formula in the logic has a model. For example, Kozen
[18] provided a tableau method for the +-calculus. We will compare our method
with related works and discuss why we employ inductive inference to synthesize a
process in detail in Section 6.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the algebraic formula-
tion of processes, together with +-calculus. Section 3 discusses the discriminative
power of a subcalculus of +-calculus. Section 4 gives an algorithm that synthesizes
a process satisfying a given enumeration of facts. Section 5 introduces a prototype
system SORP (synthesizer of recursive processes) based on the synthesis algorithm.
The paper is concluded in Section 6, where related works and future problems are
briefly discussed.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we briefly review the preliminary notions such as algebraic pro-
cesses and +-calculus. See [11, 13, 15, 18, 20, 26] for more detailed discussions.
2.1. Algebraic Processes
Let A be an alphabet, a finite set of symbols. Its element is called an action. This
corresponds to a primitive event of a process and this is assumed to be externally
observable and controllable from the environment. Throughout this paper, it is
assumed that we have a denumerable set C of process constants.
Definition 2.1. Recursive terms are defined inductively as follows:
1. An inaction 0 and a process constant c # C are recursive term.
2. If p is a recursive term, an action prefix a.p is a recursive term, where
a # A.
3. If p1 and p2 are recursive terms, their summation p1+ p2 is a recursive term.
4. A process constant c with a defining equation c =def p, denoted as rec c . p, is
a recursive term, where p is a recursive term.
In a recursive term rec c.p, every occurrence of c in p is called bound. We say that
p is a scope of rec c. in rec c.p. The occurrence of a process constant which is not
within any scope of rec c. is called free. When every free occurrence of c is within
some subterm a.q of p, we say that c is guarded in p. When every constant in p is
guarded, p is called guarded. If every occurrence of any process constant in p is
bound, p is called closed. Otherwise it is called open. Closed terms are called (recur-
sive) processes. Let P denote the set of all processes. By renaming process con-
stants, every term p is converted to a term p$ such that if rec c1 . p1 and rec c2 . p2
are subterms in p$ then c1 {c2 . This conversion is the same as :-conversion in
*-calculus [14]. Thus, a term p can be represented as p with a set [c1 =
def p1 , ...,
cn =
def pn] of defining equations, where every subterm of the form rec c . q in p is
replaced by c.
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The semantics of a recursive term is given by a labeled transition system with
actions as labels.
Definition 2.2. A labeled transition system is a triple (S, A,  ) , where S is
a set of states and  is a transition relation defined as  /S_A_S.
For (s, a, s$) #  , we normally write s wa s$. Thus, the transition relation can be
written as  =[ wa | a # A], where wa =[(s, s$) | s wa s$, s, s # S]. s wa s$ may
be interpreted as ‘‘in the state s an action a can be performed and after the action
the state moves to s$ ’’. s$ is called an a-successor of s. We use the usual abbrevia-
tions as, e.g., s wa for _s$ # S s.t. s wa s$ and s w%
a
for c_s$ # S s.t. s wa s$.







p[rec c.pc] wa p$
rec c.p wa p$
,
where p[qc] is p except that any free occurrences of c are replaced by q.
Based on the operational semantics given by the transition system, several equiv-
alences and preorders have been proposed in order to capture various aspects of the
observational behavior of processes. One of those is the equivalence induced by the
notion of a bisimulation [20, 21].
Definition 2.4. A relation R over recursive terms is a strong bisimulation if
( p, q) # R implies, for all a # A:
1. whenever p wa p$, then there exists q$ such that q wa q$ and ( p$, q$) # R;
2. whenever q wa q$, then there exists p$ such that p wa p$ and ( p$, q$) # R.
Recursive terms p and q are strongly equivalent iff ( p, q) # R for some strong
bisimulation R. ptq denotes that p and q are strongly equivalent. Clearly, t is the
largest strong bisimulation and an equivalence relation.





It is known that the equivalence given by the above proposition is sound and
complete over strong equivalence, when only basic processes, constructed by inac-
tion, action prefix, and summation, are considered [12]. Using this results, it is
shown that any basic processes p can be equivalently transformed into a process of
the form a1 . p1+ } } } +an . pn( =
def ni=1 ai . pi). The order of a i . pi is immaterial from
1 and 2 above. When n=0, it is understood that ni= p ai . pi=0. In the following,
based on that, we always assume that both the commutative and the associative
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laws of + on recursive terms avoid heavy use of brackets. Furthermore, by Defini-
tions 2.3 and 2.4, a process constant without its definition is strongly equivalent to
0. Therefore, without loss of generality, to the rest of this paper, we are concerned
with only processes rather recursive terms.
2.2. +-Calculus
The alternative characterization of equivalence on processes depends on the iden-
tification of a process with the properties it enjoys. Then we can say that two pro-
cesses are equivalent if and only if they enjoy exactly same properties. In other
words, two processes are inequivalent if one enjoys a property that the other does
not enjoy. For this purpose, in this paper we adopt the +-calculus [11, 18, 26],
which includes a modality concerning actions, in order to describe dynamic proper-
ties of processes. It is an extension of HennessyMilner logic [12] to express recur-
sive properties. So we will introduce it to represent the facts of a process for the
synthesis algorithm.
Definition 2.6. Formulae in +-calculus are defined inductively as follows:
1. tt (true) is a formula.
2. A variable x # X is a formula, where X is a denumerable set of logical variables.
3. If f and f $ are formulae, f 6 f $ and cf are formulae.
4. If f is a formula, (a) f is a formula, where a # A.
5. If x is a variable and f is a formula with positive occurrences of xx
occurs within the scopes of a positive number of negations+x . f is a formula.
The notions of freeness, boundness, and scope for formulae in +-calculus are
defined similarly to the one for recursive terms or *-terms. A variable x in a formula
f is guarded if every occurrence of x is within some scope of (a) . A formula f is
guarded if every variable in f is guarded. A formula f is sometime written as f (x)
to express the free occurrence of x in f. f (g) denotes the resulting f (x), where every
free occurrence of x is replaced by g. In the replacement f (g), every free occurrence
of a variable in g is not bound in f (g) by means of renaming bound variables.
Recall that P is the set of all processes. Let V: X  2P be a valuation, which
assigns a set of processes to be satisfied to each variable, where 2P is the power set
of P. We adopt conventional notation V[Sx], which is the valuation V$ that
agrees with V except that V$(x)=S.
The set of all closed formulae is written as L. When a process p satisfies a for-
mula f in a valuation V, it is written as p <V f. The symbol # is used to denote
logical equivalence; i.e., f#f $ means that p <V f iff p <V f $ for all process p and
for all valuations V.
Definition 2.7. Let p be any process. The satisfaction relation of formulae in a
valuation V is defined as follows:
1. p <V tt.
2. p <V x if p # V(x).
3. p <V f1 6 f2 if p <V f1 or p <V f2 .
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4. p <V cf if p <% V f, where p <% V f means that p does not satisfy f.
5. p <V (a) f if there exists some q such that p w
a q and q <V f.
6. p <V +x . f (x) if p # S for all SP such that \q # P . q <V[Sx] f (x)
implies q # S.
Note that a valuation is immaterial for close formulae f in the sense that p <V f
for some V iff p <V$ f for all V$. In the following, <V is abbreviated as < if there
is no conflict about its valuation.
Definition 2.8. The following logical notations are used for convenience:
1. ff =
def ctt.
2. f1 7 f2 =
def c(c f1 6c f2).
3. [a] f =def c(a) c f.
4. &x . f (x) =def c+x .c f (cx).
+-calculus has some preferable properties described below. These are important
to show the existence of processes which the synthesis algorithm synthesizes from
a given set of formulae.
Proposition 2.9 [18, 29]. +-calculus has a sound and complete deductive system.
Proposition 2.10. +-calculus satisfies the compactness theorem. That is, for any
set of formulae L/L, there exists a finite subset L$L such that for p # P,
\f # L . p < f iff \f # L$ . p < f.
Proof. From the completeness of +-calculus, this proposition is proved by the
similar proof that propositional logic satisfies the compactness theorem. K
Proposition 2.11. +-calculus satisfies the finite model property.
Proof. From [29], we can construct a finite tableau T with back edges for a
consistent (infinite) set L of formulae of +-calculus. As the proof (ii)  (iii) of
Theorem 6.3.1 in [18], T can be converted to a process p which satisfies every
formula in L. K
For a set of closed formulae L(LL) and a process p, L( p) is defined as
L( p) =def [ f # L | p < f ].
Next, we will introduce STL(X, A) in [11]. The main results in this subsection
are Proposition 2.17, expressing that the least and greatest fixpoints represent
unions and intersections of finite approximates, respectively, and Proposition 2.18,
expressing that strong equivalence on recursive processes can be fully characterized
by +-calculus. Both propositions play a very important role in the later synthesis
algorithm. These propositions have been proved for STL(X, A) by [11]. However,
the definition of +-calculus discussed in this paper differs from that of STL(X, A).
So, we will prove these propositions by showing that +-calculus has the same
expressive power as STL(X, A). The technical notes explaining why we do not
prove these directly will be given after these propositions.
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Formulae in STL(X, A) are defined by the following BNF;
f ::=tt | Nil | x | Af | f +f | f 6 f | c f | +x . f,
where x # X and AA.
Definition 2.12. Let p be any process. The satisfaction relation of a formula in
STL(X, A) in a valuation V is defined as follows:
1. p <V Nil if pt0.
2. p <V Af if _pi and ai # A (1in) such that ptni=1 a i . p i and pi <V f
for each pi .
3. p <V f1+ f2 if _p1 and p2 such that p1<V f1 , p2 <V f2 and ptp1+ p2 .
4. The satisfaction relation for other syntactical constructs is defined in the
exactly same way as in Definition 2.7.
Proposition 2.13 [11]. 1. f +f#f, for f of the form Af $, tt, Nil.
2. f +Nil#f.
3. < f#ff.
4. (A1 _ A2) f#A1 f 6 A2 f 6 (A1 f +A2 f ).
5. f1+( f2 6 f3)#( f1+ f2) 6 ( f1+ f3).
6. c(Af +tt)#(A&A) tt 6 Ac f 6 ((A&A) tt+Ac f ) 6 Nil.
7. c(i Ai fi)#c(i Ai fi+tt) 6 [( i ((A&A i) tt 6 A icf i))+tt].
8. +x . C1[[a] C2[x+ f ]]#+x . C1[[a] C2[+y . (C1[[a] C2[ y]]+ f )]] for
any formula f and contexts C1[ ] and C2[ ] which are formulae with the hole [ ].
Proof. We prove only 8 since it is not included in [11]. It roughly means that
a variable appearing as a summand of some subterm can be eliminated. Since we
are concerned with guarded formulae, any equation of the form x= f (x) has a
unique least fixed point, i.e., +x . f (x). Let x^=+x . C1[[a] C2[x+ f ]], the unique
least fixed point of the equation x=C1[[a] C2[x+ f ]]. Thus we have x^=
C 1[[a] C 2[x^+ f ]], where t^=t[x^x] for t=C (a context) or t= f (a formula). Let
y^=x^+ f . Then y^=C 1[[a] C 2[ y^]]+ f . So y^ is the fixed point of the equation
y=C 1[[a] C 2[ y]]+ f . Therefore x^ is the fixed point of the equation x=
C1[[a] C2[+y . C1[[a] C2[ y]]+ f ]]. Hence we get the result. K
For example,
+x .[a](x+[b] Nil)
#+x .[a] +y . ([a] y+[b] Nil)
#[a] +y . ([a] y+[b] Nil),
+x .[a] +y . ([b](x+ y+[c] Nil))
#+x .[a] +y .[b] +z . +w . ([b] w+[a][b] z+[c] Nil)
#[a][b] +z . +w . ([b] w+[a][b] z+[c] Nil).
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It is easy to see that +-calculus is embedded into STL(X, A). The diamond
operator (a) in +-calculus is not provided in STL(X, A). However, if we define
(a) f =def [a] f+tt as in [11], the inclusion is obvious. The opposite direction is
not so trivial. We can show the other inclusion when A is finite and guarded for-
mulae are only concerned. From Proposition 2.13, we can assume that any sum-
mand (an operand of +) is of the form tt or [a] f, where a # A, by the following
algorithm since each formula is guarded
1. Remove any c operators by the logical connective rules and rules 6 and
7 in Proposition 2.13.
2. Eliminate any bound variables within the scope of the + operator which
occurs as a summand followed by a prefix operator by Proposition 2.13.8.
3. Convert any action set of each prefix operator to singleton sets by the
repeated applications of rules 3 and 4 in Proposition 2.13.
4. Delete 6 and Nil operators within summands by rules 2 and 5 in
Proposition 2.13.
Then we can show a translation function from STL(X, A) to +-calculus.
Definition 2.14. A translation function H( f ) from a formula f in STL(X, A)
into the one in +-calculus is defined in the following way:
1. H(tt)=tt.
2. H(Nil)=a # A [a] ff.
3. H(x)=x.
4. H(c f )=cH( f ).
5. H( f1 6 f2)=H( f1) 6 H( f2).
6. H(+x . f )=+x .H( f ).
7. H([a] f )=(a) H( f ) 7 [a] H( f ) 7 c # A&[a] [c] ff.
8. H((i # I [a i] fi)+tt)=i # I (a i) H( fi), where I is a finite index set.
9. H(i # I [ai] fi) = (i # I (ai) H( fi)) 7 (i # I [ai] ai=aj fj) 7 (a # A&A
[a] ff), where I is a finite index set and A=[ai | i # I].
Let <V, STL(A, X) (V is sometimes omitted as <STL(A, X)) be a satisfaction rela-
tion for formulae of STL(A, X). Then we have the following result.
Lemma 2.15. Let p be a process and f a formula in STL(A, X). Then
p <V, STL(A, X) f iff p <V H( f ).
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on f. Almost cases are easy and
routing works. So we show the proof of the most difficult case: f =[a] g+[b] h.
Assume that p <V, STL(A, X) f. Then pta.q+b.r for some q and r such that
q <V, STL(A, X) g and r <V, STL(A, X) h. By the induction hypothesis, q <V H(g)
and r <V H(h). When a{b, H( f )=(a) H(g) 7 (b) H(h) 7 [a] H(g) 7 [b]
H(h) 7 c # A&[a, b] [c] ff. Therefore a.q+b . r <V H( f ), i.e., p <V H( f ). When
a=b, H( f )=(a) H(g) 7 (a) H(h) 7 [a](H(g) 6 H(h)) 7 (c # A&[a] [c] ff). By
the induction hypothesis, p <V H( f ) can be proved in a similar way.
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On the other direction, we assume that p <% V, STL(A, X) f, i.e., pt% a . q+b . r. Then




, p wa s( t% q), q wb ( t% r) or p wc , where c{a, b. By the
induction hypothesis, it is immediate that p <% V H( f ) for each case. K
Therefore we have the following result.
Proposition 2.16. When A is finite and guarded formulae are only concerned,
+-calculus has the same expressive power as STL(X, A).
The following two propositions, the same results for STL(X, A) in [11], can be
proved by Proposition 2.16.
Proposition 2.17. Let f (x) be a guarded formula. Then the following are satisfied:
1. +x . f (x)#k>0 f k(ff).
2. &x . f (x)#k>0 f k(tt).
Proposition 2.18. Processes p and q are strongly equivalent, i.e., ptq, iff
L( p)=L(q).
To prove Proposition 2.18, which states that strong equivalence on recursive pro-
cesses can be fully characterized by +-calculus, we need to define the fully charac-
terized formula for any process. In fact, this is Definition 2.12. Proposition 2.13
shows properties of the fully characterized formulae in Definition 2.12. These are
preliminary to Definition 2.14, which defines the fully characterized formulae in +-
calculus. Lemma 2.15 proves that Definition 2.14 is the really fully characterized
formulae. Therefore, even if we prove Proposition 2.18 directly, we must describe
definitions, etc., corresponding to Definition 2.12 to Lemma 2.15. Since we intro-
duce STL, we need not prove Propositions 2.17 and 2.18. Thus, it is simpler than
the direct proof of these propositions.
The next proposition shows that the negation can be removed from a formula.
Proposition 2.19. Any formula can be equivalently converted to a formula
without negation, i.e., a formula built up with tt, ff, 7 , 6 , (a), [a], +, and &.
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that of Theorem 3.1 in [25]. K
From now on, we will consider closed formulae without negation.
3. A SUBCALCULUS OF +-CALCULUS
In Section 4, an inductive synthesis algorithm for recursive processes is intro-
duced. The algorithm generates a process which satisfies given formulae. However,
a formula of disjunctive form, e.g., f 6 g, or +x . f (x) (#k>0 f k(ff)) is ambiguous
for our purpose, i.e., synthesis of processes. Consider the formula (a) tt 6 (b) tt.
It says that the target process can execute either a or b (or both). When it is input
to the synthesis algorithm, the algorithm is unsure which formula, i.e., (a) tt or
(b) tt, is really needed. Suppose that the algorithm trusts (a) tt and outputs a
process p which satisfies it. But after some time, [a] ff (#c(a) tt) may be input.
In such a case, the algorithm must backtrack at the point before p was synthesized,
and adopt the other formula (i.e., (b) tt). Especially, since a formula with a +
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operator has potentially infinitely many 6 operators (see Proposition 2.17), it may
cause backtracking infinitely many times. For example, let f =&x .(a)(a) x,
g=+x . [a] x, h= g 6 +x . [b] x. Suppose that the synthesis algorithm reads the
facts f and h in this order. The formula f 7 g is not satisfiable, but f 7 h is. So the
synthesis algorithm is required to terminate and output a process satisfying f 7 h.
However, there is no process satisfying f 7 [a]k ff, where n0. If the synthesis
algorithm causes backtracking to check this satisfiability, the algorithm cannot ter-
minate. To remedy the difficulty, we focus on the formulae without 6 and +
operators. Let Ld be the set of all formula defined by the following BNF;
f ::=tt | ff | x | (a) f | [a] f | f 7 f | &x . f,
where x # X, a # A. A relation  d on recursive processes is defined by p d q iff
p <V f implies q <V f for all formulae f # Ld and for all valuations V. Note that
only closed formulae suffice to define  d . Obviously, d is a preorder and the
resulting relation td , defined by ptd q iff pd q and qd p, is an equivalence
relation. So  d turns out to be a partial order on the equivalence classes of recur-
sive processes with respect to td , i.e., [ p]d [q] iff pd q, where [ p]=
[ p$ | ptd p$].
Lemma 3.1. For a formula f # Ld , recursive processes p, q and a valuation V, we
have the following claims:
1. p <V f and q <V f imply p+q <V f.
2. a . p+a . q <V [a] f implies a.( p+q) <V [a] f.
Proof. 1. First, we assume that f has no & operators and prove the lemma by
structural induction on f. Since difficult cases are f =(a) f $ and f =[a] f $, we
consider only these cases. The other cases are immediate.
When f =(a) f $, from assumption, there exists a process p$ such that p wa p$
and p$ <V f $. Since p+q w
a p$, p+q <V f.
When f =[a] f $, for any process r such that p wa r or q wa r, r <V f $. There-
fore for any process r such that p+q wa r, r <V f $. Thus we have p+q <V
[a] f $.
Next, we assume that f has at least one & operator. Using Proposition 2.17 and
the above arguments, the claim also holds for f.
2. Immediate from Lemma 3.1.1. K
Proposition 3.2. For any processes p, p$, q, r and any action a, the following are
satisfied:
1. pd q  a . pd a . q.
2. pd q O p+r d q+r.
3. If r w%
a
then a . p+r d a . p$+r  a . p+a . q+r d a . p$+a . q+r.
4. a.p+a . q d a . p+a . q+a . ( p+q).
Proof. In general, an inequality p d q can be proved, by definition, by show-
ing that p <V f implies q <V f for all f # Ld and for all valuations V. In the
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following proofs, almost inequalities can be verified by structural induction on
formulae f. However, in the proofs only the cases f =(a) f $ and f =[a] f $ are
considered. The others are straightforward. Let V be any valuation.
1. (O) By structural induction on f. Assume that p d q and a . p <V f. In
both cases f =(a) f $ and f =[a] f $, p <V f $. From assumption, q <V f $.
Therefore a . q <V f.
(o) Assume that a.p d a.q and p <V f. Since a.p <V (a) f, a . q <V (a) f.
Therefore q <V f.
2. (O) By structural induction on f. Assume that p d q and p+r <V f.
When f =(a) f $, if p <V (a) f $ then q <V (a) f $. Thus q+r <V (a) f $. If
r <V (a) f $ then also q+r <V (a) f $. The case that f =[a] f $ is the same as
above.
(o% ) The inverse is not always satisfied. There is a counterexample, e.g.,
a . p+a . p+a . q d a . ( p+q)+a . p+a . q, but a . p d a . ( p+q). The former is
proved by Proposition 3.2.4. The latter is immediate.
3. (O) By Proposition 3.2.2.
(o) By structural induction on f. Assume that a . p+a . q+r d a . p$+a . q+r
and a . p+r <V f. When f =(a) f $, a . p+a . q+r <V (a) f $. Thus, a . p$+a . q+
r <V (a) f $ from assumption. We have two cases to consider. If a . q <% V (a) f $
then a . p$+r <V (a) f $. If a . q <V (a) f $ then we have a . p$+a . q+r <V [a] f $
since a . p+a . q+r <V [a] f $. Therefore, a . p$+r <V (a) f $.
When f =[a] f $, now we assume that a . q <V [a] f $. Since a . p+a . q+
r <V [a] f $, a . p$+a . q+r <V [a] f $. Thus, a . p$+r <V [a] f $. If a . q <% V
[a] f $ then a . q <% V (a) f $. From assumption, a . p <V [a] f $; therefore a . p <V
(a) f $. In the same way as the previous case, we have a . p$+r <V (a) f $. Thus,
a . p$+r <V [a] f $.
4. By structural induction on f. Assume that a . p+a . q <V f. When f =
(a) f $, it is immediate that a . p+a . q+a . ( p+q) <V (a) f $. When f =[a] f $,
we have p <V f $ and q <V f $. From Lemma 3.1.1, p+q <V f $. Thus, a . p+
a . q+a( p+q) <V [a] f $. K
Lemma 3.3. ptq implies ptd q, but not vice versa.
Proof. The implication is straightforward from Proposition 2.18. The proper
implication can be prove by a counterexample. Let p=a . r+a . s and q=
a . r+a . s+a . t, where r=b .0+b . a .0+b . a . b .0, s=b .0, and t=b .0+b . a .0. See
Fig. 1. It is obvious that pt% q. Suppose in that there exists a (closed) formula f such
that p < f but q <% f. It is sufficient to consider the case that f =[a] f $ such that
r, s < f $ but t <% f $. Then f $ must be of the form [b] f ", where 0, a .0, a . b .0 < f ",
but 0 <% f " or a .0 <% f ". However, there is no such f " in Ld .
On the other hand, suppose that g is a formula such that p <% g but g < g. It is
also sufficient to consider the case that g=(a) g$, where t < g$ but r, s <% g$. Then
g$ must be of the form [b] g", where 0, a .0 < g", but 0 <% g" and (0 or a .0 or
a . a .0) <% g". However, it contradicts the assumption. K
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FIG. 1. A counterexample for ptd q but pt% q.
As the discriminative power of the relation  d , we have the following result on
comparison with the ready simulation preorder  RS [10].
Definition 3.4. A ready simulation preorder is a binary relation R on pro-
cesses such that whenever ( p, q) # R and a # A then:
1. if p wa p$ then _q$ . q wa q$ and ( p$, q$) # R;
2. if q wa then p wa .
Let RS be the union of all ready simulation preorders. Then we have the
following result.
Lemma 3.5. p d q implies pRS q, but not vice versa.
Proof. (O) Let LRS be the set of all formulae defined by the following BNF:
f ::=tt | (a) f | f 7 f | A,
where AA, and if p < A then A=[a # A | p wa ]. Thus, p RS q iff LRS( p)
LRS(q) [10]. If A is finite, A#a # A (a) tt 7 a # A&A [a] ff. Since LRS /Ld ,
pd q implies pRS q.
FIG. 2. A counterexample for p RS q but p d q.
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FIG. 3. Counterexamples for p d q but p C=3 d q.
(o% ) The reverse direction has the following counterexample. Let p=a . (b . c .0+
b . d .0) and q=a . (b . c .0+b . d .0)+a . b . c .0; then p RS q but p d q since
[a](b)(d) tt is a counterexample. See Fig. 2. K
We have also the following relation which has more discriminative power than d .
Definition 3.6. A binary relation C=d over processes is a maximum relation
which satisfies the following. If p C=d q, for all a # Act,
1. whenever p wa p$, then there exists q$ such that q wa q$ and p$ C=d q$;
2. whenever q wa q$, then there exists p$1 , ..., p$n such that p w
a p$i for each p$i
and p$1+ } } } + p$n C=d q$, where n1.
Lemma 3.7. p C=d q implies pd q, but not vice versa.
Poof. (O) At first, we show that p C=d q and p <V f for a formula without &
operators implies q <V f by structural induction on f. It is sufficient to consider
the following two inductive cases. Other cases are immediate.
When f =(a) f $, there exists a process p$ such that p wa p$ and p$ <V f $. Since
p C=d q, there exists q$ such that q w
a q$, and p$ C=d q$. By induction hypothesis,
q$ <V f $. Therefore q <V (a) f $.
When f =[a] f $, for any p$ such that p wa p$, p$ <V f $. Since p C=d q, for any
q$ such that q$ wa q$, there exists p$1 , ..., p$n such that p w
a p$i and p$1+ } } } +
p$n C=d q$, where n1. By Lemma 3.1.1, p$1+ } } } + p$n <V f $. From induction
hypothesis, q$ <V f $. Therefore q <V [a] f $.
In the general case, i.e., f has at least one & operator, the claim is shown by
Proposition 2.17 and the above arguments.
(o% ) A counterexample for the reverse direction is p=a . (a .0+b .0)+a . (c .0+
d .0) and q=a . (a .0+b .0)+a . (c .0+d .0)+a . (a .0+c .0). See Fig. 3. It is
immediate that p C=3 d q. Assume that there exists f such that p <V f but q <% V f.
It is sufficient that we consider only the case in which f is of the form [a] f $, where
f $ has no & operators and a .0+b .0, c .0+d .0 <V f $ but a .0+c .0 <% V f $.
However, this is no such a formula in Ld . Thus we have p d q. K
After all, we have the following theorem. See Fig. 4. In the figure, the arrows
indicate the proper inclusion relation between preorders; i.e., R  R$ means that R
is properly included by R (R$ has more discriminative power than R). About traces
[20], failures [5], and simulation preorders [20] and their relationship, see [10]
for more detail.
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FIG. 4. The relationship of preorders.
Theorem 3.8. RS  d  C=d  t.
Now, we can construct a characteristic formula F( p) for a process p w.r.t. d
in our restricted +-calculus. That is, for all p, there exists a formula F( p) such that
for any process q, p d q iff q < F( p).
In the full +-calculus, Stirling [25] gave the formation of the characteristic for-
mula F$( p) for p w.r.t. the strong equivalence t in the sense that ptq iff
q < F$( p) for all processes p and q. As an example, consider the processes
p=a . p1+a . p2 ; then we have F$( p)=(a) F$( p1)7 (a) F$( p2) 7 [a](F$( p1) 6
F$( p2)). Unfortunately our restricted calculus has no 6 operator. We cannot use
the 6 operator to define F( p) for p. So it seems that F( p)=(a) F$( p1) 7 (a)
F$( p2). But this is not sufficient since p1 and p2 may have common properties, i.e.,
Ld ( p1) & Ld ( p2){<. Thus, F( p) should be (a) F$( p1) 7 (a) F$( p2) 7 [a] 
(Ld ( p1) & Ld ( p2)) though it cannot be inductively defined. The function F( p)
with the auxiliary function FS(C)[C] in the next definition gives an inductive
formation of a characteristic formula for a process p in Ld . Instinctively, FS(C)[C]
is a formula which is logically equivalent to  (c # C Ld (c)), where C is a set of
precess constants and C is a family of sets of process constants. C is used technically
to make recursive loops on formulae.
Definition 3.9. Let S be a complete set of process definitions, C0=
[c | c =def p # S], and C be a set of subsets of C0 . For CC0 , a formula FS(C)[C]
is defined in the following mutual recursive equations,
GS(C, a)[C]=
[a] ff if c w%
a
for any c # C,
[a](FS(c # C s(c, a))[C]){ if there exists c, c$ # C such that c wa and c$ w%c$ ,(C$ # comb([s(c, a) | c # C]) (a)(FS(C$)[C])) 7 [a](FS(c # C s(c, a))[C])
otherwise;
FS(C)[C]={xC&xC .a # A(GS(C, a)[C _ [C]])
if C # C,
otherwise,
where s(c, a)=[c$ # C | c wa c$] and comb([C1 , ..., Cn])=[[c1 , ..., cn] | c1 # C1 , ...,
cn # Cn] for n0. For a guarded process p, we define F( p) =
def
FP( p)([c0])[<],
where c0 is the initial process constant of P( p).
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Let us consider S=[c0 =
def a . c1 , c1 =
def a . c2 , c2 =
def a . c0+a . c1+b.c1] and A=
[a, b]; then F(c0) is given by the following equations, where a family of sets of
process constants is omitted:
F(c0)=FS([c0])=&x[c0] .(a) FS([c1]) 7 [a] FS([c1]) 7 [b] ff
FS([c1])=&x[c1] .(a) FS([c2]) 7 [a] FS([c2]) 7 [b] ff
FS([c2])=&x[c2] .(a) x[c0] 7 (a) x[c1] 7 [a] FS([c0 , c1])
7 (b) x[c1] 7 [b] x[c1]
FS([c0 , c1])=&x[c0, c1] .(a) FS([c1 , c2]) 7 [a] FS([c1 , c2]) 7 [b] ff
FS([c1 , c2])=&x[c1, c2] .(a) FS([c0 , c2]) 7 (a) x[c1, c2]
7 [a] FS([c0 , c1 , c2]) 7 [b] x[c1]
FS([c0 , c2])=&x[c0, c2] .(a) x[c0, c1] 7 (a) x[c1] 7 [a] x[c0, c1] 7 [b] x[c1]
FS([c0 , c1 , c2])=&x[c0, c1, c2] .(a) x[c1, c2] 7 (a) x[c0, c1, c2] 7 [a] x[c0, c1, c2]
7 [b] x[c1] .
We will show that F( p) is a characteristic formula of p in the following lemmas
and proposition.
Lemma 3.10. Let S be a complete set of process definitions, C0=[c | c =
def p # S],
and C be a set of subsets of C0 . For any CC0 and for any c # C, c < FS(C)[C].
Proof. Let k0 be a fixed constant and f a k times expanded form of
FS(C)[C], which is a formula FS(C)[C] except that each subformula of the form
&xi gi (xi) is replaced by gni (tt), respectively, where i0 and 0n ik. Note that f
has no variables since FS(c)[C] is closed by the definition. We prove c < f by
induction on k. When f is a 0 times expanded form, i.e., f =tt, the proof is
immediate. Then suppose that any k&1(0) times expanded form of FS(C)[C]
satisfies the lemma and let f be a k times one. From Definition 3.9, f =
a # A [ fa | fa is a k times expanded form of GS(C, a)]. For a # A, let C1(a)=
[c | c # C, c wa ] and C2(a)=[c | c # C, c w%
a
]. Then we have the following three
cases:
1. When C1(a)=<, fa=[a] ff. Since c w%
a
, c < fa for c # C.
2. When C2(a)=< and C # C, fa=(C$ # comb([s(c, a) | c # C]) (a) f $a) 7 [a] f "a ,
where f $a and f "a are at most k&1 times expanded forms of FS(C$)[C&[C]] and
FS(c # C s(c, a))[C&[C]], respectively. For any c # C, let c$ be a process con-
stant such that c wa c$. Since c$ # s(c, a), c$ # c # C s(c, a). Thus c$ < f "a by induc-
tion hypothesis. So we have c < [a] f "a for any c # C. In the next, let C be [cl | 1
ln]. Then we can select c$l such that cl w
a c$l . And let C$=[c$l | c$l , 1ln].
Since C$ # comb([s(c, a) | c # C]) and by the induction hypothesis, c$l < f $a . Thus,
cl < (a) f $a for each l. This argument is independent of the selection of C$. So
c < C$ # comb([s(c, a) | c # C]) (a) f $a for c # C. Therefore each c < fa for every c # C. In
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the case that C  C, f $a and f "a may be k times the expanded forms of their defini-
tions. In this case, repeat the above arguments for both formulae f $a and f "a . This
process will terminate since C is increasing in a monotonic way and <C2C0.
3. When C1(a), C2(a){<. The proof can be done in the same way as for the
previous case.
Since the above arguments are independent of the selection of a, c < f for all
c # C. So by Proposition 2.17, c < FS(C)[C] for c # C. K
Definition 3.11. For two processes p and q, let Cp and Cq be the sets of all
process constants of P( p) and P(q), respectively, and c0 # Cp and c$0 # Cq be initial
process constants of Cp and Cq , respectively. The correspond relation over subsets
of Cp and Cq is a binary relation =p, q 2Cp_2Cq defined in the following:
1. [c0]=p, q [c$0].
2. For C=[c1 , ..., cn]Cp and C$=[c$1 , ..., c$m]Cq , suppose that C=p, q C$.
Then for any action a, [ci" | ci w
a ci" , 1in]=p, q [c$$$j | c$j w
a c$$$j , 1 jm].
3. For CCp and C$Cq , if C=p, q C$ then [c" | c w
a c", c # C]=p, q
[c$$$ | c$ wa c$$$, c$ # C$] for any action a.
Lemma 3.12. For two processes p and q, let Cp and Cq be the set of all process
constants of P( p) and P(q), and c0 # Cp and c$0 # Cq be initial process constants of
Cp and Cq respectively. Let CCp and C$Cq and suppose that C=p, q C$ and for
any c$ # C$ for some C2Cp, c$ < FP( p)(C)[C]. If c < f for c # C, then c$ < f for
c$ # C$.
Proof. The proof is by structural induction of f. First, we prove the lemma for
the case that f has no & operator. It is sufficient to consider only the cases
f =(a) f $ and f =[a] f $. Other cases are immediate. In the following, we
abbreviate P( p) as S for ease of description.
When f =(a) f $, let C be [ci | 1in] and C$ be [c$j | 1 jm]. Note that
ci w
a for c i # C since ci < f. So GS(C, a)=(C" # comb([s(c, a) | c # C]) (a)(FS
(C")[C _ [C]])) 7 [a](FS(c # C s(c, a))[C _ [C]]). From assumption, we can
define C"=[ci" | ci w
a ci", ci" < f $, 1in]. Then there exists C$$$=[c$$$j | c$j w
a c$$$j ,
c$$$j < FS(C")[C _ [C]], 1 jm]. Since C"=p, q C$$$ and by the induction
hypothesis, c$$$j < f $ for c$$$j # C$$$. Therefore c$ < f for every c$ # C$.
When f =[a] f $, first we assume c wa for any c # C. Then let C" be
c # C s(c, a), and C$$$ be c$ # C$ s(c$, a). From assumption, for any c" # C", c" < f $.
And for any c$$$ # C$$$, c$$$ < FS(C"). Since C"=p, q C$$$ and by the induction
hypothesis, c$$$ < f $ for any c$$$ # C$$$. Therefore c$ < f for every c$ # C$. Other cases
are the same as the above.
Finally, from Proposition 2.17, cq < f for any formula f. K
Proposition 3.13. 1. p < F( p).
2. pd q implies q < F( p).
3. q < F( p) implies pd q.
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Proof. 1. From Lemma 3.10.
2. Immediate from Proposition 3.13.1.
3. From Lemma 3.12. K
4. SYNTHESIS ALGORITHM
This section describes an inductive synthesis algorithm for recursive processes.
Formulae in +-calculus are regarded as specific properties of the intended process.
4.1. Enumeration of Facts
An algorithm we will propose now is an inductive one. It generates a process
which satisfies given facts, the properties of the intended target process, represented
as formulae in +-calculus. Thus, the input to the algorithm is an enumeration of for-
mulae to be satisfied by the target process. Let p0 be the intended target process to
be generated from its concrete properties. It should be noted that p0 is neither
known initially nor given in a precise manner.
Definition 4.1. Let U be a set of pairs of formulae f # L and a sign + (or &),
i.e., ( f, +) (or ( f, &) ), such that either ( f, +) or ( f, &) always belongs to U
for every formula f # L. S=[ f | ( f, +) # U] _ [cf | ( f, &) # U] is an enumera-
tion of facts if S is consistent in the deductive system STL(X, A) [11]. An element
of S is called a fact.
The system STL(X, A) is sound and complete [18, 29]. Therefore there is a pro-
cess which satisfies every formula in an enumeration of facts.
If we used p0 , the enumeration of facts might be defined as
S=[ f # L | p0 < f ].
Unfortunately, this definition of an enumeration of facts is impossible. Since p0 is
not known a priori, we must consider S from U in Definition 4.1 as an enumeration
of facts.
4.2. Synthesis Algorithm
As we mentioned in Section 3, our algorithm restricts input formulae to elements
of the set Ld in order to avoid non-determinacy arising from both 6 and +
operators. To take into account this restriction, the definition of an enumeration of
facts must be modified; i.e., define an enumeration of facts as in Definition 4.1 and
remove formulae which do not belong to Ld from an enumeration of facts. Note
that a formula with a & operator also has non-determinacy, i.e., how many times
loops of process branches unfold.
Given an enumeration of facts, the algorithm synthesizes a process satisfying
those facts. Recall that a process can be represented as a term p with a set
[c1 =
def p1 , ..., cn =
def pn] of defining equations. In the algorithm, a process is repre-
sented as a set of process definitions. Each process definition rec c.p is associated
with a set C of formulae, denoted as c :C, which must be satisfied by the corresponding
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process constant c. C can be omitted when it is not important. To describe the algo-
rithm, we adopt a language like Prolog [6], where IO predicates can backtrack
as well. For a brief description, let ci denote process constants associating with the
process definitions ci =
def pi or ci : Ci =
def pi , where Ci is a set of formulae. The initial
state of a process is always fixed to c0 . Thus, a set [c0 =
def p0 , ..., cn =
def pn] of process
definitions determines the process c0 with its set of process definitions.
For a fact of the form &x . f (x), it is important to take an identification of for-
mulae &x . f (x) (or bound variables x) with process constants c. If ci corresponds to
x, i.e., the formula &x . f (x), the variable x is a renamed by xi . Since x is a bound
variable, the meaning of the formula is not changed. We assume further that we can
recall the original formula &xi . f (xi) from xi . Also we adopt the following abbrevia-
tions:
[ f1 , ..., fn]= f1 7 } } } 7 fn , where < =
def tt.
S[c1 : C1 =
def p1 , ..., ck : Ck =
def pk]: The resulting set of process definitions S where
the process definitions of c1 , ..., ck in S are replaced by c1 : C1 =
def p1 , ..., ck : Ck =
def pk ,
respectively, or ci : Ci =
def pi is added to S if ci : Ci =
def pi  S.
S[xy]: The resulting S where a free variable y is substituted for x in S.
Now, we are in a position to state the synthesis algorithm. In order to help in
the understanding of the algorithm, simple comments are attached directly to the
corresponding predicates which begin with the symbol ‘‘0’’. The detail explanation
of the algorithm will be stated after the completion of the algorithm.
Algorithm 4.2 (Synthesis Algorithm).
Input: Enumeration of facts f1 , f2 , .... An enumeration of formulae is satisfied by
the intended target process. The order of the formulae is arbitrary.
Output: Sequence of inferred processes p1 , p2 , ... . Each pk satisfies the whole
input formulae f1 to fk .
mpstart :& mp([c0 : [tt] =
def
0]). 0 The initial process is 0.
mp(S) :& 0 S is a set of process definitions.
read-formula( f ), 0 Input a formula.
makeproc(c0 , S, f, X), 0 Modify the current process according to the new fact f,
0 the result is set to X.
write-process(X), 0 Output the result.
mp(X). 0 Continue the synthesis process for the next fact.
0 program clauses of makeproc(c, S, f, X).2
0 tt (a)
makeproc(ci , S, tt, S).
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2 In the following procedures (clauses), we use several meta variables and Prolog-like variables whose
intended meanings are explained below:
c : the current process constant (meta variable)
S: the current set of process definitions (meta variable)
f : the current formula to be satisfied by c (meta variable)
X: the inferred processa set of process definitions (Prolog-like variable).
0 xj : a bound variable corresponding to the formula &xj . f (x j) (b)
makeproc(ci , S, xi , S).
makeproc(ci , S, xj , X) :& 0 Where i{ j.
S$  (S[cj : Cj =
def pi+ pj]&[ci : Ci =
def p i])[x j xi][cj ci],
makeproc(cj , S$, Ci , X). (b*)
makeproc(ci , S, xj , X) :&
is-remake,
makeproc(ci , S, f (xj), X). (b**)
0 (a) f (c)
makeproc(ci , S, (a) f, X) :&
exists(cj , ci , S, f, X). 0 _cj such that ci 
a cj and makeproc(cj , S, f, X).
makeproc(ci , S, (a) f, X) :&
get-new-process-constant(cj),
makeproc(cj , S[ci : Ci =
def pi+a.cj , cj : [tt] =
def
0], f 7 ( 7 [ fk | [a] fk # Ci]), X).
(c*)
0 [a] f (d)
makeproc(ci , S, [a] f, S) :&
is-valid(Ci #[a] f ). 0 <Ci #[a] f
makeproc(ci , S, [a] f, S[ci : (Ci _ [[a] f ]) =
def pi]) :&
not-transit(ci , a). 0 ci w%
a
.
makeproc(ci , S, [a] f, X) :&
forall(cj , ci , S[ci : Ci _ [[a] f ] =
def pi], f, X).
0 \cj . ci w
a cj , makeproc(cj , S[ci : Ci _ [[a] f ] =
def pi], f, X).
0 f1 7 f2 (e)
makeproc(ci , S, f1 7 f2 , X) :&
makeproc(ci , S, f1 , Y),
makeproc(ci , Y, f2 , X).
0 &x . f (x) (f)
makeproc(ci , S, &x . f (x), X) :&
makeproc(ci , S, f (xi), X).
Now, we explain the intuitive function of the clauses.
(a) If the current formula is tt, simply return S since tt is satisfied by any pro-
cesses. Note that there are no clauses for the formula ff. Since ff indicates that the
input formulae are inconsistent, it needs backtracking for this case. By means of the
backtracking mechanism, the intended process will be eventually generated.
(b) If the current formula is xi , return S since there already exists a recursive
loop. If the current formula is xj (a process variable) which does not correspond to
the current process constant ci , ci with S needs modifications, since ci much satisfy
the formula xj (i.e. &xj . f (xj)) which must be satisfied by cj . Therefore, in the clause
identify ci and cj at first, and then modify cj again to satisfy every condition in Ci
(see Fig. 5). The third clause in the case of a logical variable will be invoked when
identification of ci and cj makes a contradiction. They may arise from the direct
recursive loop, i.e., wrong connection of ci and cj . However, this is not always the
case. Therefore, we need a controlling predicate. The predicate, is-remake, judges
whether or not unfolding of &xj . f (xj) is necessary in such a way that is-remake
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FIG. 5. The function of clause (b*).
succeeds iff the unfolding of the formula &xj . f (xj) is necessary. Its intended function
(meaning) will be explained after the explanation of the algorithm.
(c) If the current formula is of the form (a) f, the cause generally makes a
branch labeled with a and constructs a new process satisfying f as an a-successor
of ci . However, if there already exists an a-successor cj of ci such that cj can be
modified to satisfy f, then neither new constants nor new processes are created.
Otherwise, the clause creates a new branch followed by a new process by getting
a fresh process constant cj .
(d) For the current formula [a] f every a-successor must be checked and
modified to satisfy the subformula f. This is done by the last clause of this case. This
check can be easily verified if the condition <7 Ci #[a] f holds. This is why we
attach the condition to each process definition, i.e., a process constant. If ci cannot
perform the action a, it is sufficient to add [a] to Ci .
(e) If the current formula is a conjunction f1 7 f2 , apply f1 and f2 in this
order.
(f ) For the recursive formula &x . f (x), rename the bound variable x into xi
to adjust it to ci .
Whenever the formula &x.f (x) is applied to a process constant, the procedure
makeproc tries to make a loop at the nearest place from the applied process constant.
Especial, for the first time, it tries to make a direct loop to the applied process con-
stant. However, making a loop at the nearest place sometimes conflicts with the
facts. Such situations are illustrated the Figs. 6 and 7. In Fig. 6, the direct loop
created at the first stage by the formula &x0 .(a)(b) x0 conflicts with the third fact
[a][b][b] ff. Thus, the direct loop must be unfolded to avoid the conflict. In
Fig. 7, the process constant c1 with the condition [b] x0 at the first stage has the
potential power to make a loop, possibly actuated by some facts, e.g.,
[a](b)(c) tt in this example. Then, the direct loop created conflicts with the third
fact [c] ff.
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FIG. 6. Some action sequences are possible since a loop is constructed.
To avoid unnecessary unfoldings of loops, the procedure is-remake checks
whether or not the current process is in the situations in Fig. 6 or 7 whenever
invoked, that is whether or not the current process satisfies the given facts. Then,
is-remake forces backtracking if the current process is not in the situations in Fig. 6
or 7. Otherwise, the procedure succeeds, i.e., direct loops are unfolded once stated
as above. In the case illustrated in Fig. 6, is-remake traces the path which is passed
by a formula occurring inconsistently, and backtracking is allowed if the path has
one or more loops and does not end on these loops. In the case of Fig. 7, is-remake
traces the path in the same way as in the previous case, and backtracking is allowed
if the path is at the beginning of a loop, but does not go inside the loop, and
instead takes a different path. In each case, the information about which formula
made each branch is needed.
4.3. Results of the Algorithm
Lemma 4.3. Let S be a set of process definitions applied to the predicate
makeproc and c: C =def p # S. If f is a formula such that c < f then makeproc(c, S, f,
X) terminates with X#S except that several formulae may be added to some sets of
formulae labeled at process constants. Also if f has been already applied to makeproc,
S#X.
Proof. by structure induction on f. K
Theorem 4.4. Assume that there exists a process pn satisfying initial segments
f1 , ..., fn of an enumeration of facts, where n1. Assume that Algorithm 4.2 outputs
a set of process definitions Sn&1 for the n&1 facts, f1 , ..., fn&1 also. For the nth fact,
fn , we have the following:
FIG. 7. Some action sequences are possible since a branch modifies a loop.
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1. Algorithm 4.2 terminates and returns an output, which is a set of process
definitions Sn with the process constant c0 (the initial state of Sn).
2. c0 with Sn satisfies fn .
3. c0 with Sn satisfied f1 , ..., fn&1 .
Proof. 1. When the predicate makeproc calls itself recursively, let f be a given
formula to it, and g be a formula to call itself. Then, the size of gthe number of
operators constructing the formulacan be greater than the size of f, only in
clauses (b*), (b**), and (c*) in Algorithm 4.2. Without using clauses (b*), (b**),
and (c*), the algorithm terminates. Therefore, it is sufficient to consider them only.
Instinctively, the non-termination of the algorithm means the following cases.
(i) Application of a set of formulae continues infinitely many times as if it is a
chain reaction. This situation corresponds to (c*). In (c*), the algorithm adds a
new branch from the current process definition. A process after the branch must
satisfy every formula in the labeled set at the process definition. However, another
process definition may be added as a new branch by the process, and the algorithm
may arrive at (c*) again. If the above situation continues, the predicate makeproc
does not terminate.
(ii) Process reconstruction continues infinitely many times. This case
corresponds to (b*) and (b**). Clause (b*) makes a loop as short as possible to
satisfy a formula with a & operator. However, in the case of Figs. 6 and 7, the loop
must be unfolded once by backtracking at (b**). Unfortunately the unfolded loop
may also be in the situation of Fig. 6 or 7 and arrive at (b**) again. Repeating the
above, process reconstruction continues infinitely many times. Note that in this
case, makeproc synthesizes one or more branches with infinite depth.
Suppose that the given enumeration of facts has no & operator. Then case (ii)
does not arise, since both definitions (b*) and (b**) are not used. We consider only
case (i). However, since each formula has no process variable, the size of a formula
used for recursive call in (c*) is less than one given to it. Consequently, the algo-
rithm terminates.
Next, we assume that there exists a formula with & in enumeration of facts. We
have the following cases.
v Only case (ii) arises. From the previous lemma, makeproc neither makes new
branches nor processes definitions from a formula which are already given. Since
the size of each element of a set of formulae for each process definition is finite, the
set of formulae can be applied within only a finite range of the process. Therefore
application of formulae is saturated in finite time, and then makeproc terminates.
v Only case (ii) arises. Definition (c*) unfolds a loop once. For case (ii) to arise,
there must exist some given formulae which negate the loop infinitely many times
and satisfy the condition of is-remake. A formula without a & operator cannot
negate it infinitely. Even if there is a formula with a & operator, the part which
negates the loop, i.e., the formula ff, must occur periodically. Therefore when a loop
is unfolded finitely many times, the formula not only negates points inside the loop
but also negates points outside the loop. Hence is-remake fails and makeproc
terminates.
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v Both cases (i) and (ii) arise. We can assume that both cases (i) and (ii) arise
alternatively. Then, first, some formulae negate the point of a loop, and thus the
loop is unwound. Next, a set of formulae, which is labeled at a process definition,
are applied to the unwound loop or certain branches. After all, the transition of for-
mulae arrives at the point of the loop, and these processes are repeated. To negate
infinitely, there must exist at most one formula which has one or more & operators
and negates the loop. This argument is similar to the previous one, and thus the
algorithm terminates.
2. By the following procedure, is-satisfied( fn , i), we make sure that c i satisfy fn .
Procedure is-satisfied( f, i)
case f of
tt: Obviously ci < f.
ff: This means that there does not exist a process which satisfies input formulae.
Thus, this case does not arise.
(a) f $: From the algorithm, there exists cj such that makeproc selects it when the
formula is applied. This cj also satisfies ci w
a cj . Then make sure is-satisfied( f $, j)
is satisfied.
[a] f $: If ci w%
a
, then obviously ci < f. In the case that ci wa cj , make sure
is-satisfied( f $, j) is satisfied for any cj .
g 7 h: Make sure is-satisfied(g, i) and is-satisfied(h, i) are satisfied.
&x . g(x): Make sure is-satisfied(g(xi), i) is satisfied.
xi : Let its original formula be &xj . g(xj). Suppose that x j=xi . Since the proce-
dure comes here, cj < gn(tt), where reconstructing loops for the original formula
arise n&1 times and n1. As gn(x) is monotonicity for n, repeating this procedure
leads to cj < n0 gn(tt). Therefore we show that cj < &xj . g(xj). Since the length
of each input formula is finite and the synthesis algorithm terminates, the procedure
terminates in finite steps.
3. Same as 2. K
Corollary 4.5. Let f =f1 7 } } } 7 fn&1 (n1). If f is consistent but f 7 fn is
inconsistent then Algorithm 4.2 terminates and fails for f1 , ..., fn .
Proof. By structure induction on fn . The difficult cases are fn #(a) f $ and
fn #f $(x). These are concluded in the argument of the proof of Theorem 4.4.1. K
The algorithm is a non-terminating procedure. Therefore, we show its correctness
by using the concept of convergence in the limit, which has been a key idea in the
inductive learning paradigm [22].
Definition 4.6. Assume that an algorithm reads in an enumeration of facts,
and returns processes sequentially. After some time, if the output process is always
p, then the inferred sequence by this algorithm converges in the limit to p over the
enumeration of facts.
Lemma 4.7. Assume that p is an intended process, and the inferred sequence of
processes by the Algorithm 4.2 converges in the limit to a process p$. Then pd p$.
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Proof. Suppose that p d p$. Then there exists a formula f such that p < f but
p$ <% f. From Theorem 4.4, when f is encountered as an input, the algorithm out-
puts another process p" which satisfies f. This fact contradicts the assumption of
convergence in the limit. K
Proposition 2.11 shows that p$ in the above Lemma 4.7 can be expressed finitely.
From Proposition 2.10, it is guaranteed that a finite formula whose model is p$
exists. Now, we construct a formula which has sufficient information to synthesize
a process. Preliminarily, we need the following definition.
Definition 4.8. If a set of precess definitions S satisfies the following condi-
tions, we call S a complete set of process definitions of a process p:
1. S has the initial process definition c0 =
def p0 such that ptc0 .
2. Each process definition is of the form c0 =
def a1 . c1+ } } } +an . cn , where
n0 (when n=0, a1 . c1+ } } } +an . cn =
def 0), ai # A, and each ci is a process con-
stant whose process definition belongs to S.
3. For any process definition c =def q in S, c0 in the deleted set S&[c =
def q] of
process definitions is not equivalent to p, i.e., c0 t% p any more.
Every guarded process p can be translated to a complete set of process definitions
of p by the following algorithm. We represent this set P( p).
Algorithm 4.9. Let p be a guarded process and S a set of process definitions
associated with p. At first, get a fresh process constant c0 which is not included in
S, and then add c0 =
def p to S. Finally apply the following transformation rules to
S until S is not modified any more.
1. If c =def a . p # S and p is not a process constant then get a fresh process con-
stant c$ and S  S[c =def a.c$, c$ =def p].
2. If c =def p+0 # S then S  S[c =def p].
3. If c =def p+ p+r # S then S  S[c =def p+r].
4. If c =def p+a . q # S and q is not a process constant then get a fresh process
constant c$ and S  S[c =def p+a . c$, c$ =def q].
5. If c =def p+c$ and c$ =def q # S then S  S[c =def p+q]. Note that c{c$ since
p is guarded.
6. If c =def c$ and c$ is a process constant then S  (S&[c =def c$])[cc$].
7. If c =def q # S, where c{c0 , and c does not occur in any other process defini-
tion then S  S&[c =def q].
For example, if S=[c0 =
def a . c1 , c1 =
def b . (c0+c1)], then P(c0)=[c0 =
def a . c1 ,
c1 =
def b . c2 , c2 =
def a . c1+b . c2]. Observe that c0 in S and c0 in P(c0) are strongly
equivalent.
Lemma 4.10. For any guarded process p, Algorithm 4.9 terminates and P( p) is a
complete set of precess definitions of p.
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Proof. Termination of the algorithm is guaranteed by guardness of p. Then by
structural induction on p, it is easily verified that P( p) is a complete set of process
definitions of p. K
The validity of Algorithm 4.2 is also shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.11. Under the assumption of Algorithm 4.2, if there exists a process
p satisfying an enumeration of facts, the inferred sequence of processes by Algo-
rithm 4.2 converges in the limit to a process p$ such that p d p$.
Proof. From Proposition 3.13, p < FS( p). then we can input this formula into
Algorithm 4.2, and assume that the algorithm output is p$. Given the previous
lemma and Lemma 4.7, it is true that pd p$. K
5. A PROTOTYPE FOR THE PROCESS SYNTHESIS SYSTEM
In this section, we introduce the prototype system SORP (synthesizer of recursive
processes) based on Algorithm 4.2. This system adopts a graphical user interface to
display the synthesized processes (see Fig. 8). The system is implemented using a
SICStus Prolog and X-window system.
As an example, we input three formulae, in Fig. 6, into the prototype system. Its
output is shown in Fig. 8. The extreme left panel in Fig. 8 shows an IO display,
where we input the three formulae, i.e., &x.(a)(b) x, (b) tt, and [a][b][b] ff,
FIG. 8. Output examples of the prototype system.
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and quit the system. Note that ‘‘8x:’’ in the figure means ‘‘&x.’’. The three other
panels are output processes which the system synthesizes in each input step. Note
that each process corresponds to the one in Fig. 6.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RELATED WORKS
This paper has presented the synthesis algorithm for a recursive process based on
the enumeration of facts, which must be satisfied by the intended target process. Its
validity has also been discussed.
As mentioned in the Introduction, little has been investigated concerning induc-
tive inference of processes. However, some deductive approaches exist. These
approaches find a model which satisfies a consistent formula. Kozen [18] provides
an algorithm by the tableau method to show the consistency of a formula in
+-calculus. The algorithm builds a finite tree-like model which a consistent formula
f satisfies. Since the model is a tree, not a graph, the algorithm cannot make a loop,
i.e., a recursive process. Actually, he shows that the depth of the model is exponen-
tial in | f |3. Streett and Emerson [28] present a decision procedure to build an
automaton model which satisfies a given formula f. The built automaton model is
a finite tree with states in O(22 | p|). Similar approaches for temporal logic are in
[3, 19]. Reference [19] presents a satisfiability algorithm to create a model satisfied
by a given formula in linear time propositional temporal logic using the tableau
method, although its logic has no fixed point operators. Reference [3] proposes
&TL, which is linear time temporal logic with fixed point operators + and &, and
provides an algorithm that constructs a graph model of a given formula.
Stirling’s work [23] seems to be related to our work. In [23], he presents a
sound and complete deductive system NL for finite processes. Using NL, we can
deduce that a process does satisfy a certain formula. For example, p |&(a) f
implies p+q |&(a) f, and also p |&[a] f, q |&[a] f imply p+q |&[a] f. From
these rules, a formula [a](b) T 7 (a)(c) T can infer, for example, a process
a . b .0+a . (b .0+c .0). In this sense, we can regard his system as a deductive system
for process synthesis. Of course, NL has no recursive expressions. NL needs to be
extended to synthesize recursive processes effectively.
The difference between our approach and deductive approaches is whether input
formulae are fixed or not. When the number of input formulae is finite and the
sequence of formulae is fixed, our algorithm gives results similar to those of the
deductive one. In practice, however, a complete specification may not be given.
After synthesis, the user may want to input more facts andor to add more func-
tions to an output process. Our approach has advantages over deductive
approaches in such a situation.
There is a restriction on input formulae in our algorithm. The formulae must be
within Ld . As we mentioned at the beginning of Section 3, a formula of disjunctive
form, e.g., f 6 g or +x . f (x)(#k>0 f k(ff)) is ambiguous to the synthesis processes.
Especially, since a formula with a + operator involves infinitely many occurs of the
 operators it may cause backtracking infinitely many times. To solve this
problem, the more complicated is-remake procedure, which checks whether the
algorithm terminates or not, is needed.
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However, overcoming the problem leads us to a process synthesis algorithm
whose output converges in the limit to a process equivalent to an intended target
one.
The time or space complexity of the algorithm is not discussed and is left for a
future study.
Received September 21, 1994; final manuscript received April 11, 1999
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